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This chapter introduces Mandarin Text-To-Speech (MTTS) synthesis. Beginning with a brief review on the development history of MTTS and attributes of MTTS, three main constituents of the technology are presented: 1) Text processing: word segmentation, disambiguation of polyphones, and analysis of rhythm structure; 2) prosodic processing: features of Mandarin prosody, and prosody prediction, and; 3) speech synthesis: parametric synthesis and concatenative synthesis. Finally perspectives and applications for MTTS synthesis are discussed in the final sections.

1. Introduction

1.1. Historical Review

The development of Mandarin Text-To-Speech (MTTS) systems can be traced back to the seventies of the last century. Since the introduction of the first Mandarin speech synthesizer which used VOTRAX to generate speech from phonetic transcription in 1976,¹ we can roughly divide the development of MTTS technology into three stages.

In the early stage, the main focuses of research were on finding suitable speech synthesis techniques as well as in selecting proper synthesis units. The main concerns were the intelligibility of the synthetic speech and memory constraint. Formant synthesizers²⁻⁵ and linear predictive coding (LPC)⁶⁻⁸ were the two most popular techniques used in MTTS in the eighties. As for synthesis unit, both initial-final⁶ and demisyllabic⁷,⁹ schemes were often used. Systems
developed in this early stage usually adopted simple, rule-based prosody control techniques\textsuperscript{3,8,10} with input text in the form of phonetic transcription.\textsuperscript{4} Most of these systems could produce highly intelligible speech for isolated words. But they could not generate natural-sounding speech for unlimited input texts because of the use of relatively simple text analysis and prosody generation rules.

The trend of speech synthesis techniques switched to the PSOLA (pitch synchronous overlap and add) methods\textsuperscript{11–14, 20–24} in the nineties, while the trend in synthesis unit selection, from the late eighties, favored syllable-based concatenative systems,\textsuperscript{8,12–14,18–24} A few other schemes, such as word-based\textsuperscript{15} and diphone-based\textsuperscript{4,11,16} techniques, were also proposed in the nineties. For prosody control, although more sophisticated rule-based methods\textsuperscript{18,19} were reported, the trend changed to the data-driven approach in the nineties. In a data-driven approach, prosody generation rules were implicitly included in a statistical model\textsuperscript{16,17,22,24} or an artificial neural network (ANN)\textsuperscript{23} with parameters trained from a large, well-annotated speech database. Meanwhile, more sophisticated text analysis methods with electronically coded Chinese text input\textsuperscript{11,12,17–20} were proposed in mid-nineties. Hierarchical prosody structures were exploited and applied to prosody generation.\textsuperscript{17,19,20,24} Due to the uses of more sophisticated prosody generation schemes and the larger speech inventory of waveform templates, many MTTS systems developed in late nineties could produce good quality, natural-sounding synthetic speech.\textsuperscript{17–24} A good review of the progress of MTTS technology and system developments in the early and middle stages was made by Shih and Sproat in 1996.\textsuperscript{17}

From the late nineties, in the modern stage of MTTS development, corpus-based MTTS approaches\textsuperscript{25–30} became the mainstream. The new approach uses sophisticated unit selection schemes to choose long speech segments with appropriate prosody from a large, single-speaker speech corpus, and concatenates these segments directly with little or no prosody modifications. The main focus of this approach lies in its unit selection technique. Usually, a prosody model or a rule-based method is needed to generate proper prosody targets for guiding the unit selection.\textsuperscript{25,26} In this stage an approach without explicit prosody model and prosody modification was also proposed.\textsuperscript{27} The synthetic speech of a corpus-based MTTS system has always been reported to be of high quality and very natural.

1.2. Attributes of Mandarin TTS

A TTS system typically contains three main components shown in Figure 1: text processing, prosody processing and speech synthesis. First, the text processing
component converts any input text into corresponding phonetic notations with some other information needed for prosody processing. Then, the prosody processing component generates prosodic targets in symbolic format, such as ToBI,\textsuperscript{31} or in numerical format, such as fundamental frequency (F0) curve and segment duration, or both. Lastly, the synthesis component outputs speech that matches the phonetic and prosodic specifications. The algorithms used in the prosody and synthesis components are normally language independent. However, the text processing component often contains language specific processes.

![Fig. 1. Block-diagram of a TTS system.](image)

1.2.1. \textit{Characters and Syllables}

The base unit in written Chinese is the character. There are more than 70,000 different Chinese characters, but the 3,500 most frequently used characters can cover as much as 99.5\% of actual occurrence.\textsuperscript{32} For MTTS systems that do not aim to process ancient documents, handling up to 20,000 characters is enough.

Normally, one Chinese character corresponds to one syllable in speech. The only exception is in the case of a retroflexed syllable. For example, two characters, such as “玩儿” and “点儿”, are converted to a single retroflexed syllable, pronounced as /wanr2/ and /dianr3/. The symbols between two slashes are modified Hanyu Pinyin (\textit{汉语拼音}), which is the phonetic notation for Mandarin Chinese used in China and was adopted in 1979 by the International Organization for Standardization as the standard romanization system for modern Chinese. In Pinyin, 22 symbols are defined for initials (the consonants at the onset positions of Chinese syllables, one for zero-initial), 37 symbols for finals (the vowels plus coda consonants) and 5 symbols for the tones.

Theoretically, these 22 initials and 37 finals will generate 814 base syllables. Yet, in Mandarin, only about 410 syllables are valid. Also, since not all base syllables can go with all five tones, only about 1,338 tonal syllables can be found in an authoritative dictionary,\textsuperscript{33} which keeps only the canonical pronunciations of each word. However, in continuous speech, more tonal syllables are used. There
are three main sources for these additional syllables. The first source is tone sandhi. When two falling-rising tone syllables occur adjacently, the first one will be spoken with a rising tone. For example, /che2/ is not a valid syllable in Mandarin dictionaries. However, in the word “扯谎”, the canonical pronunciation /che3 huang3/ is to be spoken as /che2 huang3/. The second source is neutralization. Although, only about 40 neutralized syllables are listed in most dictionaries, between 200–300 will be used in actual continuous speech. The third source is retroflex. Today, about 200–300 retroflexed syllables are used by people living in northern China. If all these additional syllables are considered, the total number of tonal syllables in Mandarin is close to 2,000.

1.2.2. **Lexical Word and Prosodic Word**

The word, rather than the character, is used as the basic unit in most Chinese processing systems because the usages and meanings of words are far more consistent in Chinese. In written Chinese, characters run continuously without visual cues to indicate word boundaries. Word segmentation becomes a basic requirement for almost all Chinese processing systems. Another particularly Chinese language problem lies in the identification of proper names (including person names and organization names).

Since most Chinese characters are themselves single-character words, many mono-syllabic words are detected as a result of word segmentation. Yet, in spoken Mandarin, there exists a disyllabic rhythm. A successive string of single-character words are often grouped into disyllabic rhythmic units, and long spoken words are normally chunked into several units as well. This basic unit of rhythm is known as a foot or a prosodic word in the literature. To distinguish words listed in a lexicon from prosodic words in speech, words in a lexicon are referred to as lexical words. A prosodic word may contain one or more lexical words, or may even be part of a lexical word. Since prosodic words are formed dynamically according to context, it is impossible to list all prosodic words in a lexicon, as has been done for lexical words. Therefore, in a Mandarin TTS system, segmenting text into lexical words is not enough. Prosodic word segmentation is also needed.

1.2.3. **Homophone and Polyphone**

In Chinese, there are many homophones. On average, about 15 characters share a syllable. This feature causes some difficulties in speech recognition, yet, it is not a problem in TTS. There are about 800 polyphones in Mandarin. In many cases,
the pronunciation of a polyphonic character is fixed when it is used in a multi-
character word. However, there are still some single-character words or multi-
character words that have more than one pronunciation. Therefore, choosing the
right pronunciation for a polyphone is a problem in TTS. If the most frequently
used pronunciation of each polyphonic word is used, the error rate of character-
to-syllable conversion is around 0.9%. If a context model is used to
disambiguate these possibilities, the error rate can be reduced to about 0.4%.~37–39

Besides polyphonic words, there is no out-of-vocabulary problem in
character-to-syllable conversion in Mandarin. Any new word can be converted
simply by looking-up a character-to-syllable dictionary.

2. Text Processing in MTTS

The task of text processing is to process the input text and generate
corresponding information for the later components, such as prosody modeling
and speech synthesis. Text processing takes a very important role in TTS,
because it not only determines the correctness of synthesized speech but also
significantly influences the intelligibility and naturalness of the speech output.

To generate the Pinyin, rhythm, stress and other information corresponding to
the input text, text processing in MTTS should include several processing steps
to deal with the different problems in Chinese.

2.1. Word Segmentation

Automatic word segmentation is a fundamental and indispensable step in most
Chinese processing tasks, including MTTS, due to the sole reason that there are
no explicit word delimiters in Chinese text. By employing word segmentation,
MTTS system can segment sentences (thereby paragraphs and articles) into
words sequences, and so corresponding Pinyin, rhythm and part-of-speech
information can be generated by looking up each word in a dictionary. The
quality of word segmentation is critical for MTTS, but fortunately, Chinese word
segmentation has been researched for tens of years, and significant progress has
been achieved in each of the following four difficult problems.

Dictionary compilation is a preliminary but difficult task because there is no
standard definition of what a word is in Chinese. In the last ten years, several
high quality electronic dictionaries have been developed, with their sizes ranging
from 60,000 to 270,000 entries. Research results show that higher segmentation
performance can be achieved by incorporating more word entries. To reduce
the huge effort of dictionary compilation, many effective algorithms have been proposed to identify new word candidates from Chinese text corpus.

Given a dictionary, the most serious problem in Chinese word segmentation is the problem of segmentation ambiguity. For example, the sequence “尚未来(still not come)” can be segmented as “尚(still)未来(future)” and “尚未(still not)来(come)”. Segmentation algorithms based on maximizing the probabilities of word sequences, prove to be able to reduce this problem to some degree. Some researchers analyze the segmentation ambiguity and find that only one of the segmentation paths is reasonable for more than 90% of the cases of ambiguous text. So saving the correct segmentation path for this kind of ambiguous texts is also a practical approach to improve segmentation performance.

Proper names must be identified in MTTS because rhythm and Pinyin information often need special processing in proper names, such as “曾”(/ceng2/) in surnames should be read as /zeng1/. Automatic proper name identification has been studied deeply in relation to many other Chinese processing tasks and can be integrated into MTTS rather easily with some additional work in the area of rhythm and Pinyin information processing.

Another problem in word segmentation is the derivative word problem, such as “着了火”(have caught fire) derived from “着火”(catch fire), and “开开心心”(/kai1 kai1 xin1 xin1/), from “开心”(/kai1 xin1/). Chinese derivative words need to be identified so that correct rhythm and Pinyin information can be generated for these words. Research shows that most of the Chinese derivative words can be identified by adopting some tens of derivation rules, and the relationship between the characters within these words (such as verb-object relationship in “着火”) is useful in Chinese derivative word identification.

Based on the segmentation research described above, the accuracy of a state-of-the-art Chinese word segmentation system is about 96%-98%, which satisfies the basic need of most MTTS systems.

2.2. Part-Of-Speech Tagging

Part-Of-Speech (POS) is a type of linguistic information that is widely used. The POS of a word also plays an important role in both the disambiguation of polyphone pronunciations and the analysis of rhythm structure. Therefore POS tagging is always carried out after or during word segmentation. Several POS categories have been proposed for Chinese, and the most commonly-adopted categorization is the one proposed by Yu which includes 26 POS categories. The trigram POS tagging algorithm has been proven to be an effective method
2.3. The Problem of Polyphones

The polyphone problem is a particular issue of MTTS which needs to be handled almost exclusively by MTTS. To tackle this problem, listing as many words with polyphonic characters as possible, such as “中(zhong4)奖” and “行(hang2)长(zhang3)”, into the dictionary is an approach commonly-employed in most MTTS systems. Detailed Pinyin information processing, after proper names and derivative words have been identified, can also help to solve part of the polyphone problem in MTTS.

Monosyllabic words, which are polyphones such as “长(chang2/zhang3)”, “还(hai2/huan2)”, and “干(gan1/gan4)”, are often assigned with wrong pronunciations typically when the pronunciation selected is based only on the most frequent option after word segmentation. Several solutions have been proposed on this matter in recent years: summarizing pronunciation rules manually by human experts, applying machine learning methods on annotated corpus, and introducing a hybrid method to integrate the strengths of both human and machine.

As a result of the various efforts above, the accuracy of Pinyin generation on the whole is more than 99.8% in most MTTS systems.

2.4. Rhythm Structure Analysis

Beyond Pinyin, rhythm structure is another dimension of information which is introduced into MTTS, and this needs to be predicted from the input text too. And for Chinese, a widely applied rhythm structure definition consists of six layers: syllable, prosodic word, minor prosodic phrase, major prosodic phrase, breath group and sentence layers.

As discussed above, the lexical word sequence generated by word segmentation should be converted into a prosodic word sequence, and this conversion is often done through a series of human crafted chunking rules, such as the word “的(l/de)” should always be grouped with its preceding word, and so on.

From the minor prosodic phrase layer to the breath group layer, each phrase or group is defined by the length of the phrase, and also the obviousness of the break at the boundaries of the phrase. The prediction of the rhythm structure from a text is an interesting but difficult research task. Rule-based methods were used for phrase break prediction in the early days, but recently, many researchers have
been exploiting statistics-based methods\textsuperscript{45,46} with part-of-speech and syllable number as the dominant features for this task and have achieved good performance. Syntactic parsing is assumed to contribute to rhythm structure prediction, but experimental results show that only shallow parsing, such as chunking, is effective.\textsuperscript{47}

The accuracy of prosodic word generation is about 97\%–99\%, and about 82\%–85\% for predicted rhythm structure, which is regarded as acceptable. There are also some other issues that should be handled in the text processing stage of MTTS, including text normalization,\textsuperscript{48} and stress prediction. All these problems have been researched on but not explored here due to space constraints.

3. Prosody Processing in MTTS

3.1. Features of Mandarin Prosody

Prosody is an inherent supra-segmental feature of human speech. It carries stress, intonation patterns and timing structures of continuous speech which, in turn, determine the naturalness and intelligibility of an utterance. Prosody is even more important for Mandarin Chinese because Chinese is a tonal language. As the syllable is the basic pronunciation unit, the prosodic features in Chinese are known to include syllable pitch contours, syllable energy contours, syllable or initial/final durations, and inter-syllable durations. Hierarchical prosody structure can be formed by taking these elements as its basic building blocks.\textsuperscript{49,50}

3.2. Prosody Prediction

The general approach of prosody prediction includes the following two steps: (1) extract some linguistic features from the input text, and (2) generate prosodic features from those linguistic features. Methods of prosodic feature generation can be classified into two general categories: rule-based and data-driven. The former approach is the more conventional one, involving the use of linguistic expertise to manually infer the phonological rules of prosody generation from a large set of utterances.\textsuperscript{18–20} The main disadvantage of this approach lies in the difficulty of collecting enough rules without long-term dedication to the task. The data-driven approach tries to construct a prosody model from a large speech corpus, usually by statistical methods or artificial neural network (ANN) techniques.\textsuperscript{21–23,51–55} The primary advantage of this approach is that it can be automatically realized from the training data set without the help of linguistic experts. As a result, the data-driven approach has gained popularity in recent years.
3.2.1. F0 Prediction

Although there are only five lexical tones, syllable pitch contour patterns in continuous Mandarin Chinese speech are highly varied and can deviate dramatically from their canonical forms. The factors that have major influences on pitch contours include the effects of neighboring tones, referred to as *sandhi* rules, coarticulation, stress, intonation type, semantics, emotional status, and so on. F0 prediction therefore needs to consider not only the basic tone patterns, but also high-level factors from the hierarchical prosody structure.

**(a) The rule-based approach**

The method proposed by Wang\(^{18}\) extends the four canonical tones of H, R, L, and F (i.e., high, rising, low, and falling) to \(H^1 - H^3, R^1 - R^3, L^1 - L^3, F^1 - F^5\), and adds two kinds of light tones. Then, tone patterns of multi-syllable words are formed by the combinations of basic units of the proposed monotonemes with tone sandhi rules. Sentence intonation is realized by applying global modification rules. A formal evaluation confirmed that the resulting synthetic speech sounds very natural. In an improved method,\(^{19}\) pitch generation is realized by building up a stable template at the prosodic word level and generating a base intonation contour. A subjective MOS test confirmed that the KD2000 Mandarin TTS system, which employed the F0 prediction method, performed better than KD863 which was ranked No.1 in the 1998 national assessment on the naturalness of synthesized speech.

Chou\(^{20}\) assigns a pitch contour pattern to each word, and then superimposes the pattern with an intonation pattern of the major prosodic phrase level. At the word-level, the pitch contour patterns of all tone combinations are used and extracted from an isolated-word speech database. In the major prosodic phrase level, four global intonation patterns are applied depending on the type of punctuation mark, including sentence middle, comma, period and question mark. These four intonation pitch contour patterns are extracted from a sentence database. An informal test confirmed that the synthesized speech sounds indeed natural.

**(b) The data-driven approach**

Wu\(^{22}\) built a word prosody tree to store both prosodic features and linguistic features of each word in a speech database. The tree contains two levels: word-length level and tone-combination level. In synthesis, it first calculates the sentence intonation to find the target pitch period of the first syllable. It then
traverses the word prosody template tree by using word length and tone combination to extract some appropriate word template candidates. Lastly, cost functions considering the matching of linguistic features between the input word and these word template candidates are calculated and used to determine the word template. Experimental results showed that most synthesized pitch parameter sequences match quite well with their original counterparts.

In Yu’s approach, the syllable pitch contour pattern is generated by a linear regression method based on a 4-level hierarchical prosody structure containing the syllable, word, prosodic phrase, and utterance levels. Moreover, the predicted basic syllable pitch contour pattern is further refined by finding a syllable pitch contour pattern of real speech. A subjective test using a 10-scale MOS shows the results of 6.87 and 7.08 for the basic and modified methods, respectively.

In Chen’s article, an RNN-based method is proposed. It employs a three-layer recurrent neural network (RNN) to generate some prosodic features including the syllable pitch contour, syllable energy level, initial/final durations, and inter-syllable pause duration. The inputs of the RNN are syllable- and word-level linguistic features extracted from the input text. As one of the merits of RNN, the dynamic variations of syllable pitch contour can be automatically learned using only lower-level linguistic features without explicit information from high-level prosodic structural elements. Experimental results showed that all synthesized pitch contours resemble their original counterparts quite well. Moreover, many phonological rules, including the well-known tone sandhi rule for the 3-3 tone pair, were automatically learned by the RNN.

The quantitative model has also been introduced to generate the pitch contour, such as the modified Fujisaki model. A quantitative model allows us to analyze and represent the acoustic features of pitch contour more effectively. The model parameters can be extracted automatically based on a speech database. Experimental results have shown its feasibility in MTTS.

3.2.2. Duration Prediction

For MTTS, the task of duration prediction is to determine the duration of the whole syllable or the duration of its initial/final. A general approach to tackle this problem is to first identify important and relevant linguistic features, and then exploit rules or computational models to describe their relationships with syllable duration.

A two-level, rule-based syllable duration prediction method is proposed by Wang. In both the lower word level and upper sentence level, a set of rules are derived.
Chou’s method\(^\text{20}\) generates syllable duration using a multiplicative model with the following four affecting factors considered: average syllable duration, tone, position, and break index.

An alternative RNN-based method for generating initial and final durations is also proposed\(^\text{21}\) as discussed previously.

In Sun’s method,\(^\text{53}\) a duration prediction method based on a polynomial regression model is proposed. The method consists of three steps: linguistic features selection, polynomial model determination, and duration generation by nonlinear regression. The Eta-squared statistical concept is used to determine the most forceful linguistic features.

3.2.3. Pause Duration Prediction

A general rule-based approach of inter-syllable pause duration prediction is to first determine the break indices from high-level hierarchical prosody structure and then assign pause durations according to the estimated break indices. The pause duration of each inter-syllable location can be simply assigned a constant value according to its break index, and then added with a random perturbation.\(^\text{20}\) An alternative data-driven approach\(^\text{23}\) uses a 3-layer RNN to predict pause duration directly from some syllable and word level linguistic features.

4. Parametric Synthesis

The technology of speech synthesis dates back to the parametric techniques introduced by Homer Dudley in the late 1930’s and early 1940’s.\(^\text{55}\) These methods are “parametric” in the sense that they construct a computational model of the acoustic properties of the human vocal tract, and then analyze speech by determining the values of the parameters of the model. Speech is then generated from the model controlled by time-varying parameter trajectories.

4.1. Parametric Representation of Speech Signal

4.1.1. Formant Synthesizer

The formant synthesizer uses a number of formant resonances which can be realized with a second-order IIR filter to represent functions of the vocal tract in speech production. A filter with several resonances can be constructed by cascading several second-order sections (cascade model) or by adding several such sections together (parallel model). Formants which are used in formant synthesizers can be generated by rules or be data-driven. Due to the complicated
formant structures of compound vowels in Chinese, such as /iang, ian, iong/, etc., it is an even bigger challenge to develop a formant synthesizer for Chinese, compared to some other foreign languages. But despite that, there are still several very well-performing Chinese formant speech synthesizers. In 1993, Lee presented a set of improved tone concatenation rules to be used in a formant-based Chinese TTS system. A total of 14 representative tone patterns were defined for the five tones, and different rules about which pattern should be used under what kind of tone concatenation conditions were organized in detail. Preliminary subjective tests indicate that these rules actually produce better synthesized speech for a formant-based Chinese TTS system.

4.1.2. Linear Predictive Coding

Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is a powerful method for speech analysis and synthesis. In recent years, several variations of linear prediction have been developed to improve the quality of the basic method. These variations include Multi-pulse Linear Prediction Coding (MLPC), Residual Excited Linear Prediction (RELP), and Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP). A number of typical Chinese LPC synthesizers have been developed in the Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of Sciences and the University of Science and Technology of China, where the speech code book method was integrated into their systems.

Line Spectral Frequencies (LSF) serve as an equivalent representation of predictor coefficients. In practice, they are frequently used for their better quantization and interpolation properties. LSF can also be derived from the spectrum generated by other analysis methods, for example the STRAIGHT model to be described later, for parametric synthesis application.

The Sinusoidal Model and the Harmonics Plus Noise Model have been proved effective for parametric synthesis due to the improvement of excitation. But few reports are published regarding their application in MTTS.

4.1.3. STRAIGHT Model

The STRAIGHT (Speech Transformation and Representation using Adaptive Interpolation of weighted spectrum) model is a very high quality speech analysis-modification-synthesis method to represent and manipulate speech signals. It uses pitch-adaptive spectral analysis combined with a surface reconstruction method in the time and frequency region and consists of an F0 extraction using instantaneous frequency calculation based on a new concept
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called fundamentalness. The proposed procedures preserve the details of time and frequency surfaces while almost perfectly removing the fine structures resulting from signal periodicity and allow for over 600% manipulation of such speech parameters as pitch, vocal tract length, and speaking rate, while maintaining high reproductive quality. The flexibility of STRAIGHT may help promote research on the relation between physical parameters and perceptual correlates. The F0 extraction procedure also provides a versatile method for investigating quasiperiodic structures in arbitrary signals. This method has been successfully applied to Chinese TTS systems, such as database compression,\textsuperscript{71} HMM-based parametric synthesis,\textsuperscript{67} and voice conversion.\textsuperscript{72}

5. Concatenative Speech Synthesis

In concatenative speech synthesis, there is always a unit inventory that stores pre-recorded speech segments. During synthesis, suitable segments are selected and concatenated with or without signal processing. Four key problem areas include: defining a base unit set; choosing a prosody strategy; designing a unit selection scheme and collecting and annotating a speech corpus.

5.1. Base Unit Set

A base unit in a concatenative speech synthesizer is the lowest constituent in the unit selection process. There are many possible basic unit choices, such as phoneme, diphone, semi-syllable, syllable or even word. In order to obtain natural prosody and smooth concatenation in synthetic speech, for each base unit, rich prosodic and phonetic variations are often expected. This is easy to achieve when smaller base units are used. However, smaller units mean more units per utterance and more instances per unit, and this implies a larger search space for unit selection and thus a longer search time. Besides, smaller units do cause more difficulties in precise unit segmentation. It is found that longer base units are useful as long as enough instances are guaranteed to appear in the database.\textsuperscript{73}

Mandarin has only about 410 base syllables and about 2,000 tonal syllables. Therefore, tonal syllable is a natural choice for the base unit in Mandarin and it is used in most state-of-the-art Mandarin TTS systems.\textsuperscript{74-77} However, when the speech database is as small as 1 to 2 hours of speech, initials plus tonal finals are the alternative unit choice. When a moderate-sized speech corpus is available, defining a base unit set that contains all initials and finals as well as some frequently used syllables is a good, balanced solution.
5.2. Prosody Strategy

There are three typical choices for prosody control in a concatenative TTS:

**Fully controlled:** In many TTS systems, numerical targets for prosodic features like F0, segmental duration and energy, are predicted first. These targets are fully realized in the synthesized speech by adjusting prosodic features with signal processing algorithms, such as PSOLA\textsuperscript{78} or HNM.\textsuperscript{69} Such a prosody strategy has been widely adopted in late 80’s and early 90’s, when only one or a few instances of a unit are allowed to be stored in the unit inventory. On the one hand, this prosody model draws out such a limited range of prosodic variation, that there can be few unexpected or bad prosodic outputs in the synthetic speech. However, on the other hand, the generated prosody often has a rather flat intonation pattern and the speech sounds monotonous. Furthermore, signal processing used for pitch and time scaling often have side-effects that distort the speech quality. To reduce the extent of signal processing, a semi-controlled strategy is used.

**Semi-controlled:** Numerical prosody targets are predicted and embedded into the target cost for unit selection. If the prosodic features of a selected unit are close enough to the predicted targets, no signal processing is needed. Otherwise, signal processing is performed. The advantage of this strategy is that the degree of pitch and time scaling are constrained to small ranges in most of the cases. However, such an advantage can be achieved only when a large enough speech corpus is used. The resulting synthetic prosody is still rather monotonous.

**Soft controlled:** There is neither a numerical prosody model, nor any signal processing involved in this strategy. Instead, contextual features used in traditional prosody models are used to predict a cluster of speech instances that share similar prosodic features. Therefore, under the soft controlled strategy, acceptable regions of prosodic features, rather than the best path in the features space, are predicted by minimizing the probability of violating the invariant property in prosody. Normally, more than one valid path is kept in the acceptable regions. The final choice can be either random among all candidates, or the pattern that has the closest counterpart in the corpus. The advantage of the soft control strategy is that synthetic speech will have richer variations in prosody, sounding close to the original speaker. When there is a large enough speech corpus available, the soft control strategy works well in most cases and it has been successfully applied in many Mandarin TTS systems.\textsuperscript{79} However, it still has the disadvantage that some unnatural utterances will be generated when improper units are selected, especially when the speech corpus is not large enough.
Among the three prosody strategies, there is no universal good or bad choice. It depends on the target task and the size of speech corpus available.

5.3. Unit Selection

Normally, the suitability of the instance sequence for a given text is described by two types of costs: the target cost and the smoothness cost. Target cost describes the local goodness of an instance in relation to its target, and smoothness cost measures how smooth the synthesized utterance will be by concatenating these instances one by one.

Target cost: After text processing and prosody processing, each unit in the text to be synthesized has been assigned a specification that describes its target phonetic features and prosodic features. The same set of features has been derived for all speech segments in the unit inventory. If a speech segment in the unit inventory matches the specification of a target unit exactly, the target cost for selecting this speech segment is zero. Otherwise, there will be a positive penalty. In some TTS systems, especially those adopting fully-controlled or semi-controlled prosody strategies, numerical targets are predicted for prosodic features such as pitch, duration and intensity. While, in other systems, especially those adopting the soft-controlled prosodic strategy, categorical features, such as position in phrases, position in words, presence or absence of stress, are used and penalties for mismatch in these categories are decided experientially. Besides, penalties can be calculated from the segment likelihood to a target HMM or from the similarity of the left and right phones of a segment in the unit inventory to the target unit. Since Chinese is a tonal language, penalties are also derived from the similarity of the left and right tones of a unit.

Smoothness cost: A smoothness cost is needed to measure how smooth it will be if two speech segments are concatenated together. In some systems, the spectral distance across the concatenating boundary is used as the smoothness penalty. However, such a measurement is mostly suitable for systems that use diphone as the base unit, in which the concatenating point is at the stable part of a speech phoneme. For Mandarin TTS systems that use syllables as base units, concatenating boundaries are often at the parts with rapid changes. Therefore, spectral distance is not a good measure of the smoothness of concatenation. A very simple smoothness cost has been introduced. If two segments are continuous in the original recording, the smoothness cost between them is zero. Otherwise, a non-zero value is assigned according to the type of concatenation.
With such a constraint, the continuous segments in the unit inventory tend to be selected and the unvoiced-unvoiced concatenation is preferred.

The final concatenation cost of an utterance is the weighted sum of target cost and smoothness cost. The weighting of the importance of all these penalties is still an open problem. They are often decided experientially. When subjective evaluation results are available, weights can be tuned to maximize the correlation between the subjective score and the penalty. \(^{82}\)

### 5.4. Resources Needed for Creating a TTS Voice

The different TTS systems do share some common resource requirements. The functions and existing issues in the process of generating these resources are described below:

**Script generation:** The goal is to maximize the coverage of prosodic and phonetic variations of the base units in a limited amount of text script. Thus, at least three parameters, including the base unit set, the function for calculating coverage and the total amount of script to be recorded, are to be decided according to the characteristics of the target language and the target scenario. Normally, script generation is performed as a sentence selection problem with a weighted greedy algorithm. The relationship between the size of a speech database and voice quality has been studied. \(^{83}\)

**Speech recording:** The recording process is normally carried out by a professional team in a sound-proof studio. The voice talent is carefully selected and well-trained. With such considerations, the recorded speech, generally, has good quality. Yet, it often has some mismatched words between the speech and the script. These mismatches are mostly caused by reading errors and the idiosyncratic pronunciation of the speaker. Detecting these mismatches automatically is still an unsolved problem. \(^{84}\)

**Text processing:** When generating recording script and the corresponding phonetic transcription, many text processing functions, such as text normalization and grapheme-to-phoneme conversion are needed. These processes typically do generate more errors and again will cause the mismatch between speech and phonetic transcription, and therefore the generated transcription should be checked manually.

**Unit segmentation:** To make a speech corpus usable to a concatenative TTS, the phonetic transcriptions has to be aligned with the corresponding speech waveforms. The HMM-based forced alignment has been widely adopted for automatic boundary alignment. Post-refining is often performed to guide the
boundaries moving toward the optimal locations for speech synthesis.\textsuperscript{85} Besides, there are some improved approaches, such as discriminative training and explicit duration modeling, which have been introduced into HMM-based segmentation for Chinese speech.\textsuperscript{86}

\textbf{Prosody annotation:} Prosody annotation is often performed on the speech corpus, either manually or automatically.\textsuperscript{87} For Mandarin, the most important annotation is the break index.

6. Summary and Conclusion

6.1. Perspective

In the past years, there have been significant achievements in the field of speech synthesis research. Now that the intelligibility of synthetic speech is close approaching that of human speech, more diverse and more attractive research areas are possible, which will bring about more innovation and propagation to speech research. Among them, personalized speech synthesis (including speaker simulation/adaptation, expressive speech synthesis), HMM-based speech synthesis, and articulatory speech synthesis are the most active domains.

6.1.1. Personalized Speech Synthesis

A personalized TTS system is more expressive and valuable than a universal single voice/style and more appropriate for practical applications. It includes two parts: speaker simulation, which tries to synthesize a range of different voices that users can choose from, and Expressive Speech Synthesis (ESS), which tries to synthesize voices that contain more human expressions.

6.1.1.1. Speaker Simulation

Starting from a speech signal uttered by a speaker, speaker simulation, also called voice transformation, voice conversion (VC), or voice morphing, aims at transforming the characteristics of the speech signal in such a way that a person naturally perceives the target speaker’s own characteristics in the transformed speech.\textsuperscript{88} Most VC systems to date have been focusing on transforming the spectral envelope. Mapping codebooks,\textsuperscript{90} linear regression and dynamic frequency warping (DFW),\textsuperscript{91} and Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM)\textsuperscript{99,92} are three popular mapping methods of spectral conversion. Because of the difficulty to extract and manipulate higher-level information with present speech technologies, prosodic features such as F0 contour, energy contour and speaking
rate of the source speaker are often trivially adjusted to match the target speaker’s average prosody. At present, simulating F0 contour is the emphasis of prosody conversion, and the statistical model, the deterministic/stochastic model, piecewise linear mapping, the CART model and pitch target model can be employed in the simulation of F0 contours.

Some attempts on Chinese have been made and effective conversions achieved. However, VC is a complex task involving speech analysis, time alignment, mapping algorithm, speech synthesis, and other speech technologies. Based on that, a perfect VC system is still an unrealized application.

6.1.1.2. Expressive Speech Synthesis

ESS can offer a much more human-like scenario in human-machine interactions. Traditional methods on ESS consist of formant synthesis with rule based prosodic control, diphone concatenation and so on. But none of these methods can generate satisfying results. A number of new methods have been explored recently. These are unit selection based ESS and voice conversion based ESS.

(1) Expressive speech synthesis based on unit selection

The unit selection method is the most popular method in normal speech synthesis, which has been applied to ESS. Iida constructed an emotional speech synthesis system based on unit selection, by recording three unit selection databases using the same speaker for three kinds of emotions: anger, joy and sadness. When synthesizing speech with these given emotions, only units from the corresponding database are selected. The evaluation experiment shows that 50-80% of the synthesized speech can be easily recognized. Another approach is to select the appropriate unit for the given emotion from only one database. This has been attempted by Marumoto and Campbell, who used parameters related to voice quality and prosody as emotion-specific selection criteria. The results indicated a partial success: anger and sadness were recognized with up to 60% accuracy, while joy was not recognized above chance level.

(2) Expressive speech synthesis based on voice conversion

In this method, a neutral speech is converted to an emotional speech using mapping functions of a spectrum, F0 and other prosodic features. However, there is one big problem that needs to be resolved. Among these features, which ones are most important and which ones can be neglected.
Some researchers focus on voice quality. Kawanami\textsuperscript{97} constructed an emotional speech synthesis system based on voice conversion, which used GMM and DFW to construct the mapping function for Mel-cesptrum derived from the STRAIGHT spectrum. As to the fundamental frequency, it was simply converted using the standard linear mean-variance transformation. However, other researchers believe that fundamental frequencies play the most important role. Kang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{94} used a parametric F0 model to explore underlying relations between source and target F0 contours for Mandarin ESS, and the pitch target model was selected for its capability of describing Mandarin F0 contour and its convenience for parametric alignment. The GMM and CART methods were used to build mapping functions for well-chosen pitch target parameters.

Although the systems mentioned above achieve good results, there is no conclusion about which feature is most important. It is possible that in different kinds of emotional speech, or in different languages, the same parameter plays different roles.

6.1.2. \textit{HMM-based Speech Synthesis}

Hidden Markov processes are a powerful and tractable method of modeling non-stationary signals, which have been frequently used in speech recognition. Recently, a HMM-based synthesis system has been developed, where spectral and excitation parameters are extracted from a speech database and modeled by context-dependent HMMs. In the synthesis part of the system, spectral and excitation parameters are generated from the HMMs themselves. Then waveforms are generated based on a decoding process.\textsuperscript{98} Compared with traditional method based on concatenation, this new system has many benefits:

(1) HMM-based systems can generate smooth and natural sounding speech, while there are always some inconsistencies at the concatenation points of the synthesized speech of concatenative systems.

(2) HMM-based systems can freely change the target voice characteristics by changing the parameters of the HMMs, while concatenation systems can only synthesize and generate the voice of only one speaker.

(3) HMM-based systems need comparatively smaller corpora compared to concatenative speech synthesis systems.

Although the speech quality from HMM-based systems is not as good as that of concatenative systems, this can be much improved by a high quality decoder, such as the STRAIGHT algorithm. Besides, there are some new criteria, such as the Minimum Generation Error,\textsuperscript{99} which have been introduced into model
training, achieving satisfactory improvements in the performance of Mandarin TTS.

6.1.3. Articulatory Speech Synthesis
Articulatory models can be divided into two and three dimensional models on one hand, and into geometric, statistical and biomechanical models on the other hand. Statistical 3D models have the advantage of having relatively few uncorrelated parameters. However, these models require huge amounts of MRI or CT (Computed Tomography) data for their construction and they are usually specific for a particular speaker. Biomechanical vocal tract models simulate the behavior of the articulators by means of finite element methods. They are especially suited to facilitate new insights into the relation between muscle activation and articulatory movements. On the other hand, they have many degrees of freedom, are difficult to control and require much computational power. Geometric vocal tract models are similar to statistical models in that their parameters define the vocal tract shape directly in geometrical terms, but the kinds and number of parameters are chosen a priori and fitted to particular data a posteriori. Therefore, the geometric vocal tract model has become the most popular method, achieving good results.\textsuperscript{100}

6.2. Applications
With the rapid development of speech communication technology, TTS systems are being more widely applied in our daily lives.

(1) Call Centers
Since 2000, MTTS has been introduced to call centers on a large scale, to synthesize prompt sentences or queried information in interactive systems, especially dynamic information. InterPhonic,\textsuperscript{101} a bilingual (Mandarin and English) TTS engine, now runs in most of the call centers in mainland China, including in the 168 information line, the voice portal of Unicom, the PICC countrywide call center, etc. Recently, China Telecom upgraded its 114 information service platform to the “Best Tone” (号码百事通) service which is powered by the InterPhonic engine. Mandarin TTS can significantly relieve the workload of human operators, or even substitute operators by being integrated with telephone-keyboard input or speech recognition technologies, along with simple (or even complex) dialogue management technologies.
(2) Mobile Phone Utility

With the advent of the information age, the use of mobile phones has become pervasive. Very natural speech can now be generated by state-of-the-art HMM-based MTTS with very limited resources. This means that MTTS systems can also be ported into mobile phones or other small devices. The phone can then read out short messages to you while you listen. Whenever there is a new call or scheduled item due, the caller’s name or event can be read out to you, even before you see it on screen. In fact, the mobile phone may even serve as an online language learning device, or a translator.

(3) GPS Car Navigation Systems

The intelligent car has become a worldwide focus, and intelligent speech synthesis technology plays an important role in this technological pursuit. This navigation application involves the broadcasting of locations and directions of target destinations or stopovers, such as gas stations, parks, hotels, and so on. Integrated with wireless communication, the system can also broadcast real-time traffic, news, and weather forecast. In China, the ratio of speech-interfaced car navigation systems is only 2% of all car navigation systems, while it is 50% in Japan and 25% in America and Europe. The potential for wider MTTS deployment in this application area is therefore tremendous.

(4) Entertainment Industry

Recently, the application of speech synthesis system has entered the field of entertainment. For example, in games that involve voices, game characters can speak using the player’s own voice. For users of e-books, listening to the book, instead of visually reading it, is possible with the integration of TTS, and even desirable when reading is an inconvenience or a hazard, such as in moving vehicles. Also, having your personal voice heard while text-chatting in cyberspace can add another dimension and color to your chat-identity.

With the integration of other speech technologies such as speech recognition and machine translation, the application of MTTS can be expanded to a much broader range than ever before.
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